WEEKLY PRODUCT UPDATE - 18/11/19
Lots of nice produce coming from the UK
despite the cold and wet weather!
Chris Molyneux has some truly amazing kale
and cabbages... even treviso and tardivo!
(see bit further down)

On the fruit section, lots of choices of pears and
apples. We have some great Sharon fruit and
pineapples too!

WILD MUSHROOMS
We are moving to weekly pricing for our wild
mushrooms, effective from today. We are
starting to sell much more and we are working
well with suppliers on the continent as well
as in the UK.

We appreciate that this is an additional
administrative task each week but we hope that
it will benefit your margins and allow you to use
what is seasonal and therefore best priced.
Our woodland and wild mixes are a good way of
working with what’s available if you’re happy
with us picking what goes in the mix.

In order to provide you with the best value product
we are moving away from monthly pricing. The
nature of this product, being wild as opposed to
cultivated, means that it doesn’t really work with
a monthly price. Currently we either sit on a price
which is out of date and makes us uncompetitive
or prices jump and we end up selling at a loss.

Woodland wild mix

Trompette

Girolles

Cepes
Chanterelle
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BRASSICA
Hispi
Spring green
King cabbage

Purple sprouting

Yellow and purple cauliflower

Savoy

cauliflower

Romanesco

Brussels tops
Brussels sprouts

CHRIS MOLYNEUX
As mentioned earlier on, there is some great
inspiring veg coming from Chris’ farm in
Lancashire.
Black cabbage

Rainbow chard
Rainbow kale

Variegated kale
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CHRIS MOLYNEUX CONTINUED:

Red kale
Brocoletto

Green kale

Treviso

Tardivo
Tronchuda cabbage

Puntarella

FRUITS
A great selection of fruits again this week. Some
on special order such as those beautiful French
kiwis. Pineapple are also fantastic!
The South African season for avocadoe is now
finished. We are now getting fruits from South
America (Chile and Colombia) and so will be for the
next few months. You would have noticed that they
are being repack in our branded S&B boxes and they
really look Fab!
Pineapple

From France and special order: apples
Chanteclerc, Canada gris, Ariane, Boskoop,
Kisabel, Rubinette, Reinette, Jonagold, Jazz,
Honey crunch. And from UK, we have Russet,
Cox, Gala.
Pears are also in great supply with the like of
Comice, Comice red, Conference, William red and
William green.
French kiwi

Avocados

Muscat grapes

Sharon fruits
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UNUSUAL / DIFFERENT
Color corn

Oka du Peru
Yacon

Heliantis

Nasturtium root

Chervil root

EDIBLE FLOWERS
Some nice flowers at this
time of the year!

Dianthus
Apple blossom
Corn flower
Borage

Garlic flower
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